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UM SYMPOSIUM PONDERS CYBERSPACE
MISSOULA Western civilization’s fascination with speedy communication is the focus of a symposium
hosted by The University of Montana Center for the Rocky Mountain West Thursday and Friday,
Oct. 3-4.
Psychologist/philosopher James Hillman will discuss "Intoxicated by Hermes: the No-place
of Cyberspace," at 7:30 P.M . Thursday in UM ’s Urey Lecture Hall. UM professors Albert
Borgmann, philosophy, and Bill Chaloupka, environmental studies, will respond to Hillman’s talk
with "Home Place in Cyberspace?" from 4 to 6 p.m. Friday at Milwaukee Station. The
symposium is co-sponsored by the Missoula Institute for Culture and Imagination.
Hillman, an internationally renowned lecturer and author of 14 books, will discuss the
implications of society’s intoxication with the power of Hermes, wing-footed Greek god of swift
communication, said Bill Farr, Center for the Rocky Mountain West associate director for
humanities.

Farr said the symposium explores an area that is becoming more and more a part of

life in the Rocky Mountain West.
"As a region, we are attracting more and more people who have divorced themselves from
physical contact with their workplace," he said, noting that electronic commuting raises
provocative questions, such as: If you are connected by computer to Wall Street but your computer
is in Montana, where do you really spend your days?
Borgmann, whose research focuses on technology’s impact on contemporary life, said
symposium discussions will offer insight into the "important but subtle effect of cyberspace in our
lives." E-mail and the Internet offer ever-faster access to worlds of information, Borgmann said,
- more -
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but the speed and seeming ease of such technology can make cyberspace browsers "even less
patient with the contingencies of reality and the foibles o f people."
Hillmann was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize for his 1975 book, "Re-Visioning
Psychology." His most recent book is this year’s "The Soul’s Code: In Search of Character and
Calling." A graduate of Ireland’s Trinity College, Hillman earned a doctorate from the University
of Zurich, Switzerland, in 1959. He spent a decade as the first director of studies for Zurich’s
C.G. Jung Institute, then became an editor of Spring Publications. His work on the "return to
soul" was featured in the New York Times Magazine in 1995.
Borgmann, recently named UM ’s third Regents Professor, joined U M ’s faculty in 1970 and
chaired the philosophy department from 1987 to 1993. He holds a master’s degree in German
literature from the University of Illinois at Urbana and a doctorate in philosophy from the
University of Munich, Germany. He has written three books, including "Technology and the
Character of Contemporary Life: A Philosophical Inquiry" and "Crossing the Postmodern Divide."
Chaloupka has been a UM faculty member since 1984, serving in the political science
department before moving to environmental studies in 1995. He holds a master’s from Arizona
State University and a doctorate in political science theory from the University of Hawaii. He is
the author of 1992’s "Knowing Nukes: Politics and Culture of the Atom," and co-editor of two
books, "In the Nature of Things: Language, Politics, and the Environment" and "Jean Baudrillard:
The Disappearance of Art and Politics."
For more information on the cyberspace symposium, call the Center for the Rocky
Mountain West, 549-4820.
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